It became clear early on in his academic career that he was able to fuse expert, distinctive and exact historical narrative and learning with impassioned sympathy for the subjects of his research and bitter anger at their oppression which, he repeatedly observed, made up a surprisingly underacknowledged major theme and organic expression, if not of the American spirit then at least of American history and society. Moreover, he had the uncommon capacity to combine public servicer to the nation and even to the national government without sacrifice of principle or subordination of critical independence and insistence. The integrity of his protestations against injustice and racial inequities was not to be compromised by rewards, honorary degrees, public ceremonials or cultural celebrityhood, although all of these came his way, in superabundance. Increasingly, I came to think of him in terms of Emerson's American Scholar, as a modern embodiment of that exalted conception. "Action," Emerson writes, "is with the scholar subordinate, but it is essential. Without it, he is not yet man. Without it, thought can never ripen into truth …. Inaction is cowardice, but there can be no scholar without the heroic mind… the transition though which … [thought] passes from the unconscious to the conscious, is action. Only so much do I know, as I have lived. Instantly we know whose words are loaded with life, and whose not." The American Scholar is not in this context to be dissociated from the African American scholar and historian. They do not compose distinct, rival identities, but entail one another. One is not sunk or subsumed or transcended into the other. They exist as complementarities, now one now the other, in mutually supported and sustained interanimation. The complexities of their embroiled "interindebtedness" (to use Melville's apt and ironic coinage) is one of the warrants of their integrity.
I cannot think of a better analysis and description of who John Hope
Franklin was and what he represented. I will always remember him, and I miss him.
